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How to Make a Smoke Grenade

When Should You Use a Smoke Grenade

A smoke grenade may help in different situations. First developed in 1848 by inventor

Robert Yale, nowadays smoke grenades have many more uses than their original

purpose (fireworks). Smoke grenades are also used by the Military for creation

of smoke screens in case of a retreat or flanking maneuvers in order to provide a wall

of visual distraction that reduces the accuracy of enemy fire. More so the Army uses

smoke grenades to signal their position for air supported attacks.

Non-military uses of smoke grenades vary from signaling your position in case you

are lost to fireworks, paintball games, self-defense, protests, spectators, airsoft enthu-
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siasts. However, the smoke grenade class is restricted to signaling and concealment

under the laws of war, and thus they are not considered weapons; since the vast ma-

jority is non-explosive, the smoke grenade remain legal for civilian use and ownership

in most countries. You should be aware that you are fully responsible of these smoke

grenades and you should always light them up in a place where things cannot catch

fire.

How to Make a Real Smoking Grenade – the one hour method

One of the best methods to create a smoke grenade is basically a mixture of potas-

sium nitrate and sugar. The former ingredient is also known as saltpeter and usualy

it’s not available for purchase. But you may use Spectracide Stump Remover which

consists mostly of saltpeter. It workes just fine!

What do you need?

60g of Saltpeter (sometimes found in Garden Shops) or Spectracide Stump

Remover (availabe on Amazon)

1. 

40g of Sugar2. 

One spoon of Baking Soda3. 

3 large spoons Organic Powdered Dye (found at Hobby Shops) – for color

smoke bomb

4. 

Card Tube (or toilet paper tube, soda can)5. 

Pen6. 

Firework fuse or make your own fuse7. 

Duct Tape8. 
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3 Ways to Make a Smoke Bomb

The mix will be placed in a soda can that you have to cut in half. In order to create a

good mix for this smoke grenade, add two parts of sugar to three parts of saltpeter.

Cook these two ingredients and mix them constantly until they create a golden paste

that is rather gooey. Stop the fire now as if you keep the mix on fire any longer, you

risk igniting it and you don’t want a smoke grenade in your kitchen. While the mix is

still warm and malleable, pour it into the soda can that you cut earlier. You will have

half of a soda can filled with a gooey substance that will soon solidify.

This is the moment when you need to put a fuse into the mix. Place a thick string

about an inch inside the mix and leave at least two inches outside. Then, you can ei-

ther refrigerate or freeze the soda can or wait for it to cool down and harden naturally.

It will take about 20 minutes for the mixture to be solid and then, you will be able to

light it on fire. However, be advised: this is a much more powerful smoke grenade

than the next one and you should ignite it only in open environments. Also, try to

avoid lighting it near your neighbor’s house as he or she might not be eager to be sur-

rounded by a thick layer of smoke. This smoke grenade is unlikely to put something

on fire, because it is contained in a soda can, but you should not leave it unattended,

either.
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How to upgrade your smoking grenade?

1. Add a pull ring fuse:

Make A Ring Pull Smoke Grenade!

2. Add more colours: if you want to upgrade your smoking grenade you can also

add more colours to it. This is not something that can be done with the secont type of

smoke bomb, as you cannot add coloring into that solid mix of elements. Instead, you

can add coloring to the second formula and create an interesting effect. In order to do
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this, you can simply use organic food coloring. As the coloring of the mix will change,

you will have to pay more attention when you create the mix so you don’t set it on fire.

3. Use other recipes: some chemicals may not be readily available unless you have

access to a chemistry lab, but it’s worth knowing how it’s done. The ingredients are

sifted together and ignited to produce the smoke.

Sulfur Smoke Grenade Recipe

Potassium nitrate – 4 parts

Charcoal – 5 parts

Sulfur – 10 parts

Wood dust – 3 parts

Para-nitroaniline Smoke Grenade Recipe

Potassium chlorate – 15%

para-nitroaniline red – 65%

Lactose – 20%

Green Smoke Grenade Recipe

Synthetic indigo – 26%

Auramine (yellow) – 15%

Potassium chlorate – 35%

Lactose – 26%

How to Make a Smoking grenade – the 10 minutes method (to

entertain your kids)

This type of smoke grenades, also known as smoke bombs, are probably something

that you did as a child too. If not, at least you had a friend who did them every once in

a while and you all had fun while the small grenade spread thick fumes into the air.
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Even if many play with such smoke grenades, not everyone is aware of the creation

process.

Depending on the size of the smoke bomb, you might want to add any amount of ping

pong balls you want. However, a medium sized smoke grenade is perfect with about

5 balls. The first thing that you have to do when cre-

ating this kind of smoke bomb is to cut all the ping

pong balls. You will need scissors in order to do this

and even this will take you about 10 minutes. Each

piece of the ball should have about 1 cm in diameter

in order to be packed with ease into the tinfoil later.

Large shards will not burn properly and they might

also puncture the tinfoil too much. You have the alter-

native of smashing the balls and then ripping them apart by hand, but this is much

more tedious and you could also get a cut, as plastic can also be quite sharp. This is

why a small pair of scissors is more than welcome.

After you have prepared all of the ping pong balls by cutting them evenly, you have

two options. You can either place them in another ping pong ball that was previously

pierced in order for the shards to be placed inside, or you can directly wrap all of the

small bits into tinfoil. You should to this tightly in order for the bits to stay close and

burn evenly. If you want a single exit point for the smoke, use a pencil as you wrap

the shards. Place it in the tinfoil and wrap the foil around it. Then, take the pencil out

and you will have a miniature chimney from which the smoke will come out. The final

step that you need to perform during this process is to light up the smoke grenade.

Light the part with the ping pong ball shards until you see smoke coming out of the

“chimney” and then step back. It will take several minutes until the fire will put itself

out and you should constantly take a look at it.

When the power goes out, your safety and comfort is important.
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Protect your home or business with a new fully automatic standby generator.

Maintain your security system, lighting and air conditioning to keep your family

or business safe and comfortable through any power outage

Enjoy the total peace of mind that comes with knowing you have a constant

and reliable power supply for your home or business in with a standby genera-

tor from Alternate Power Solutions. From everyday necessities like heating,

cooling, refrigeration and lights, to daily essentials like cooking, laundry or kids

bath times. Power outages are occurring more frequently than ever and lasting

longer with devastating effects.

Stand up to unpredictable weather and unforeseen outages with the most

trusted name in residential standby power with backup generators for homes. If

the power ever goes out, your General standby generator goes on – automati-

cally – protecting you and your home 24/7.
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Books can be your best pre-collapse investment.

Carnivore’s Bible (is a wellknown meat processor providing custom meat pro-

cessing services locally andacross the state of Montana and more. Whether

your needs are for domestic meator wild game meat processing)

The Lost Book of Remedies PDF ( contains a series of medicinal andherbal

recipes to make home made remedies from medicinal plants and

herbs.Chromic diseases and maladies can be overcome  by taking the reme-

diesoutlined in this book. The writer claims that his grandfather was taugh-

therbalism and healing whilst in active service during world war twoand that he

has treated many soldiers with his home made cures. )

Easy Cellar(Info about building and managing your root cellar, plus printable

plans. The book on building and using root cellars – The Complete Root Cellar

Book.)

The Lost Ways (Learn the long forgotten secrets that helped our forefathers

survive famines,wars,economic crisis and anything else life threw at them)

LOST WAYS 2 ( Wordof the day: Prepare! And do it the old fashion way, like our

fore-fathers did it and succeed longbefore us,because what lies ahead of us will

require all the help we can get. Watch this video and learn the 3 skills that en-

sured our ancestors survival in hard times offamine and war.)

Survival MD (Best Post Collapse First Aid Survival Guide Ever)

Conquering the coming collapse (Financial advice and preparedness )

Liberty Generator (Build and make your own energy source)
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How To Make

Your Own

Are You Ready

Series: Rolling

How to Read a

Compass

Backyard Liberty (Easy and cheap DIY Aquaponic system to grow your organic

and living food bank)

Bullet Proof Home (A Prepper’s Guide in Safeguarding a Home )

Family Self Defense (Best Self Defense Strategies For You And Your Family)

 Survive Any Crisis (Best  Items To Hoard For A Long Term Crisis)

Survive The End Days(Biggest Cover Up Of Our President)

Share this:

Facebook Pinterest Print Twitter Email Tumblr

LinkedIn Pocket Reddit

You may also like ...
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Do you have

water if the grid

You have 36

Hours to Keep

How to Keep a

Motor Vehicle

The Prepper Fil-

ter – 11 Ques-

How to Build a

Homemade

How To..., Prepper DIY, how to, military, preparednes, sself-defense

1 thought on “How to Make a Smoke Grenade”

I won’t tell you anything new, but it is just the same with everything in life.

You would think history showes us at least anything, but no.

Hate all you want but the world is changing, and we have no control over it.

For instance, If only Obama had any balls to put Vladimir to his place, but it

seems like it’s not happening, welcome world war.

A very deep post, thanks!

Sarah

April 26, 2014 at 10:12 pm
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